Executive summary

As the relationship between the United States and China deteriorates, the battle between the two powers for supremacy in low-carbon industries is leading the slide. From batteries to solar panels to rare-earth metals used in wind turbines, technologies that over the past decade have cratered in cost and surged in scale -- thanks to innovation supported by both Washington and Beijing -- are targets in yet another trans-Pacific trade fight.

But investing in innovative green machines at home is only one way to affect the climate, and setting protectionist industrial policy is only one way to boost geopolitical power. At least as important to the planet is the money the United States and China spend on financing infrastructure in emerging markets and developing economies (EMDEs) -- infrastructure that will lock in high or low carbon-emission pathways for decades. Never has it been more crucial that the two countries, even as they vie for supremacy in low-carbon innovation, support each other's efforts to decarbonize their respective infrastructure finance flows.

China bankrolls more infrastructure in EMDEs than any other country. But much of that infrastructure has been dirty. According to a Boston University database, Chinese companies and so-called policy banks -- large government-affiliated institutions -- have financed 648 power plants in 92 countries. Of those plants' collective power-generation capacity, more than 50% burn fossil fuel, and 34% burn the dirtiest sort of fossil fuel: coal. But China, facing criticism and sensing shifting economics, has pledged to change that. In November 2021, Chinese President Xi Jinping declared that his country "will step up support for other developing countries in developing green and low-carbon energy, and will not build new coal-fired power projects abroad." Today, more than a year later, China must make good on that pledge through deep, structural changes to its political economy; otherwise, changes in its outbound investment will not take hold.

China's task is daunting, threatening some of the biggest companies in China and thus in the world. It is even more intimidating because it looms at a time of perilous animosity between Washington and Beijing, evidenced by military brinkmanship over Taiwan, tit-for-tat trade barriers on products ranging from computer chips to solar panels, and super-
power shadowboxing over Russia’s war in Ukraine. Yet China’s decarbonization of its foreign infras- structure finance is existentially important — for the planet, the Chinese economy, and U.S. citizens and firms. Contrary to the zero-sum view toward China that constitutes conventional wisdom in Washington, the winning strategy for the United States is not merely to try to eclipse China as an international financier of green infrastructure. The United States is trying to do that, notably through the Partnership for Global Infrastructure and Investment, a plan the administration of U.S. President Joe Biden and its G-7 allies announced last June to boost infra- structure investment in EMDEs, in large part to fight climate change. That effort was conceived broadly as a geopolitical counter to the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), China’s decade-old infrastructure- and market-building campaign across the Global South, and to the BRI’s newer sibling, China’s Global Development Initiative (GDI). To be sure, a greening of U.S. and G-7 infrastructure investment abroad is needed and welcome. But it is insufficient. The smart strategy for the United States, even as it decar- bonizes its own outbound infrastructure finance, is to encourage maximal greening of China’s massive infrastructure investment abroad — and to leverage that Chinese spending to create new opportunities for export-focused U.S. firms in a decarbonizing world.

The climate of infrastructure

For much of the past quarter century, China contrib- uted to climate change mostly through high emis- sions within its borders. The domestic power plants, factories, and vehicles that drove both its economy and the world’s also made China the world’s top greenhouse-gas emitter. Today, as growth slows in China and surges in emerging markets and develop- ing economies in Southeast Asia, Latin America, and Africa, China’s chief climate impact is outward, through the infrastructure it finances abroad. Towering examples include the BRI, which Xi rolled out in 2013 but which came under increasing global criticism for its contributions both to climate change and to the debt of myriad poorer nations, and the GDI, the new infrastructure-spending program that Xi announced in September 2021 but whose details remain opaque.

Whether the power plants, transportation systems, and other big projects being installed in EMDEs lock in high-carbon or low-carbon consumption patterns will largely determine whether the world stanches climate change or is consumed by it. The International Energy Agency estimates that, on average, cutting emissions in EMDEs costs about half of what it does in advanced economies, because the emissions-cutting opportunities there tend to be greater. That is partly because the energy systems in EMDEs tend to be more coal-heavy and thus carbon-intensive, providing a bigger bang for every emission-reduction buck. It is also because those economies are growing quickly, providing politically and economically easier opportunities to inject cleaner infrastructure into the mix.

Profit also is at stake. Increasingly, global investors are betting that cleaner infrastructure will deliver higher longer-term returns. Over the past three years, the world’s biggest financiers of emerging-economy infrastructure — notably the governments of China, South Korea, Japan, the United States, and many countries of the European Union, as well as leading corporations there — have pledged to slash their carbon emissions to “net zero” by the middle of the century. As part of this pivot, they have pledged to shift their international infrastructure financing onto a lower-carbon path. Increasing numbers of govern- ments and corporations are, in particular, pledging to stop funding and building in EMDEs projects that produce and burn coal, the most carbon-intensive fossil fuel.
Leveraging Chinese capital

The United States, as a matter of economic self-interest, should support the transformation of China’s political economy to enable Beijing to follow through on its pledges to decarbonize its foreign infrastructure finance. Five findings underlie this argument.

- The carbon intensity of the infrastructure that Chinese entities finance in emerging economies appears likelier to shape the trajectory of climate change than any other policy or economic initiative at play in the world today. China’s environmental impact has shifted from what China does within its borders to what Chinese money finances abroad. So, shifting that financing to lower-carbon rather than higher-carbon infrastructure is crucial for the planet.

- China’s leaders are realizing that they have little choice but to attempt this deep transformation. One strong indication of this emerging view is that, in the months leading up to Xi’s November 2021 pledge not to fund new coal-fired power plants in other countries, criticism of China’s carbon-intensive foreign infrastructure finance came not just from abroad, and not just from domestic environmental activists, but also from organizations within China that have the official backing of relevant parts of the Chinese government. They have noted that China risks severe economic damage, in the form of a devaluation of the country’s international infrastructure investments, if it fails to materially decarbonize them. China also risks a global backlash in the form of tariffs and other penalties enacted by countries seeking to decarbonize their own foreign infrastructure finance.

- Xi’s pledge not to “build new” coal-fired power plants abroad is essential but insufficient. Importantly, Beijing has followed up the pledge with action. In January 2022, two of China’s ministries published guidelines urging Chinese companies investing in overseas infrastructure projects to apply not merely environmental standards that prevail in the host country, which previously was China’s practice, but rather environmental policies promulgated by international bodies. In March 2022, several Chinese government entities, including the powerful National Development and Reform Commission, published a call for “a full stop to new coal power projects overseas, and cautious progress on those already under construction.”

Still, Beijing’s moves do not go far enough. The call for Chinese firms to follow international standards in overseas infrastructure development is only an appeal, not a requirement. And even assuming China’s prohibition on funding for overseas coal-fired power plants applies broadly, China could and should do far more to promote decarbonization in emerging markets than merely ceasing to finance coal there. Such steps could include boosting financing for renewables and reducing funding for natural-gas-fired power plants that lack working systems that capture the plants’ carbon-dioxide emissions. Amid a shift away from coal, such conventional gas-fired plants are responsible for a rapidly increasing percentage of carbon emissions. Research that my Stanford University students and I published in 2021, partly based on World Bank data, found that the projected lifetime carbon emissions for the natural-gas-fired power plants financed from 2018 through 2020 in EMDEs will emit fully 80% as much carbon dioxide as will those newly financed plants powered by coal. Even assuming that coal consumption wanes, finding economically workable ways to minimize the carbon emissions from power plants built to burn natural gas stands as a monumental climate challenge.

- Decarbonizing China’s foreign infrastructure investment requires a systemic change in China’s manufacturing-oriented political economy — a change in which, as a share of China’s economy, domestic manufacturing of lower-carbon products rises while manufacturing of higher-carbon products falls. One example is the transition from gasoline-powered vehicles to electric ones;
another is the transition from coal-fired power plants to solar and wind farms. Over time, these and other transitions would likely convince China’s fossil-fuel supporters that low-carbon endeavors abroad can be more profitable than high-carbon ones. Such changes to China’s political economy would be wrenching and likely would take many years to play out, but recent events suggest they are growing more feasible.

- The greening of China’s foreign infrastructure investment would benefit not only China and the planet’s atmosphere, but also the United States. It would reduce the portion of the world’s carbon-reduction burden that fell onto the United States and would clarify specific ways that U.S. firms could profit from the decarbonization of EMDEs. The challenge for the United States is to leverage its comparative strengths to carve out a lucrative slice of a growing market for low-carbon infrastructure in EMDEs — a market in which China undoubtedly will continue to play a major role.

Two Chinas

To deliver on its increasingly green rhetoric, China will have to make stark choices that could offend powerful domestic constituencies. That dilemma reflects today’s two increasingly different Chinas. One China is reforming the country’s domestic economy along lines that are increasingly low-carbon. This China has become the world’s biggest developer, manufacturer, and seller of a range of technologies and products that will be fundamental to decarbonization, including solar panels, wind turbines, ultra-high-voltage electricity-transmission wires, batteries, and electric vehicles — as well as a gamut of subordinate wares necessary to make those products function.

The other China is enduringly carbon-intensive. At its center is a massive, legacy fossil-fuel sector that finds itself squeezed by an increasing environmental focus within China. According to the International Energy Agency, of the 11 million people employed in China’s energy industry in 2020, the majority worked in fossil fuels, though exact numbers are not available.8 Coal employment has been falling, renewable energy employment has been rising, and both those trends are expected to continue, suggesting an important economic shift. As a result, China has been looking abroad, particularly to EMDEs, for growth. A massive, multitiered system of state support for the high-carbon status quo reaches into essentially every crevice of the Chinese economy.9 There are three foundational policy reasons why China’s foreign infrastructure financing focuses on fossil fuels, particularly coal: long-standing subsidies for the fossil fuel sector; a recent and ongoing domestic crackdown on coal-fired power within China, which has encouraged China’s coal sector to look abroad for new markets; and China’s longtime resistance to subjecting its foreign infrastructure finance to stringent environmental controls.

This structure is a mounting financial liability for China. Several EMDEs in which China has invested in coal-fired power plants have declared recently that they no longer want those facilities.10 More broadly, investors across the world are souring on high-carbon assets. As government incentives shift from fossil fuels to renewable energy and as the cost of lower-carbon alternatives plummets, these investors are concluding that carbon-intensive projects are increasingly likely, on financial metrics alone, to disappoint. But unraveling this system will involve either antagonizing key constituencies, such as the major Chinese corporations that build coal-fired power plants abroad and the extensive network of Chinese firms that supply them, or implementing complicated and potentially expensive strategies to help these constituencies transition to a lower-carbon economy.

Greening Chinese capital

The Chinese government, Chinese companies, and Chinese financing institutions could take tangible steps to lower the carbon intensity of China’s infrastructure investments abroad. The steps fall into
three categories: policy reforms within China that would intensify financial incentives for Chinese companies and Chinese lenders to focus their international operations on lower-carbon endeavors; tougher rules from China governing the carbon intensity of China's outbound infrastructure investments; and Chinese aid that would help recipient countries promote low-carbon infrastructure within their borders. Washington has paid little attention to these matters of Chinese policy. But they are crucial determinants of the carbon footprint of Chinese money and thus are core U.S. strategic and economic interests.

**POLICY REFORMS WITHIN CHINA**

*Electricity market reform*

The design of China’s domestic energy market has, in effect, subsidized the development of high-carbon infrastructure. Research has identified state control of energy markets as "a key determinant of the political economy of energy policy, as state-owned utilities seem to be particularly vulnerable to special interests," thus impeding change. The contours of the country’s domestic market shape those of its foreign investments. Liberalizing China’s domestic energy market would force reforms by China’s dominant state-owned energy companies and would aid the growth of new players. Both those developments would increase incentives for Chinese investors to focus on lower-carbon endeavors when they invest in infrastructure in other nations. China must deliver on its long-standing promises to open its energy market.

*Aid to coal-dependent regions*

Perhaps the biggest barrier to decarbonizing China’s foreign infrastructure investments is the damage the shift would do to the economies of the Chinese regions, and to the bottom lines of the Chinese companies, that depend on high-carbon activities. Essentially every major global economy — the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom, and South Korea, among others — is figuring out how to help its coal-dependent sector and regions achieve what is dubbed a "just transition" to a lower-carbon future. China stands out because of the scale of the problem that it faces.

Two policies above all are important to facilitate a shift away from coal in China’s outbound foreign infrastructure investment. One is to winnow away state subsidies for those firms, because those subsidies unfairly — and, from an environmental perspective, illogically — help those companies fend off broader market trends that favor cleaner forms of energy. Another necessary policy is to provide government aid to workers employed in waning coal-dependent industries.¹²

**Financial innovation to cut capital costs**

More-innovative finance for low-carbon infrastructure is an imperative in emerging economies for three key reasons. The need for new infrastructure in these countries is massive; the idiosyncrasies of low-carbon infrastructure, particularly in energy, make it especially capital intensive; and EMDEs tend to have limited domestic resources for financing — limited both in the quantity of capital and in the creativity of mechanisms to efficiently deploy it. China must undertake domestic financing reforms to free up lower-cost capital for deployment abroad.

One of these reforms should aim to reduce the cost of capital in general. Chinese banks traditionally charge private borrowers higher interest rates than they charge state-owned borrowers. Because private firms tend to be active in renewable energy and state-owned firms tend to dominate higher-carbon industries, this policy has meant higher interest rates for renewable projects. It should end. Additionally, Chinese banks should offer infrastructure developers more “nonrecourse debt,” which helps a new market entrant by shielding (from lender seizure) assets that the borrower holds outside the project if the borrower defaults on its debt.

Another reform should involve financial innovations to incentivize borrowing by Chinese firms specifically for low-carbon endeavors. The People’s Bank of China (PBOC), the country’s central bank, has begun assessing the greenness of a Chinese bank's loan portfolio to help determine the rate at which the PBOC will provide money to that bank. But there are myriad other steps China could take, including reducing interest rates for borrowers that use debt to finance low-carbon projects abroad.
TOUGHER RULES ON CHINA’S OUTBOUND FINANCE

Mandates to disclose the carbon footprints of foreign infrastructure investments

The first step in reducing the carbon intensity of China’s foreign infrastructure investments is to clarify the baseline by collecting better data on those investments’ current carbon intensities. Chinese authorities have been compelling companies to disclose more clearly the environmental impacts of their domestic Chinese investments. They have begun requiring that Chinese companies measure and disclose their environmental and carbon risks in annual reports. And, as noted above, the PBOC has begun assessing the environmental performance of a Chinese bank’s loan portfolio as part of its determination of the rate at which it will lend to that bank.

Rules that compel Chinese firms to disclose the environmental effects of their foreign-infrastructure investments are overdue. Non-Chinese international financiers — notably major multilateral development banks — long have required environmental impact assessments that meet global standards for prospective projects before those institutions make final investment decisions. China should follow suit.

Mandates to decarbonize foreign infrastructure investments

The next step in decarbonizing China’s outbound infrastructure investments is to promulgate policies that induce that decarbonization. A consensus in China is emerging around that need. Promising concepts include a “traffic-light” system that categorizes proposed outbound investment projects into red, yellow, and green, based on their environmental footprints; and an exclusion list that stipulates types of foreign infrastructure projects in which the government tells Chinese entities not to invest. Another promising idea is a government policy to bar Chinese investment in fossil-fuel projects that cannot capture and safely store their carbon emissions.

New guidelines on what is green

Ensuring the effectiveness of such steps will require greater clarity about what constitutes an environmentally acceptable investment. China is hardly alone in lacking sufficiently detailed definitions of “green.” But the problem is particularly glaring in China because of the size of China’s environmentally relevant investments.

POLICY AND FINANCING HELP FOR HOST COUNTRIES

De-risking low-carbon finance

The price of electricity from renewable sources is becoming increasingly competitive with that from coal and other fossil fuels when measured on the basis of its “levelized cost” — the amount of money that must be charged to cover the cost of building and operating the facilities to produce it. But, from the perspective of an energy regulator preoccupied with near-term budgets, installing renewable energy equipment can seem too expensive and risky. That is particularly true in EMDEs, which tend to have higher capital costs than industrialized nations do. For example, studies have found the weighted average cost of capital for energy projects to be higher than 10% in Indonesia and Vietnam. International financiers, including in the United States, can do much to help host countries de-risk these low-carbon investments; China is particularly well positioned to provide this help. Given China’s capital, its government influence over its banking sector, and its banks’ strong existing ties to financing infrastructure throughout EMDEs, China could expand the packages it offers host countries for the financing and construction of renewables projects in much the same way it has done for coal projects.

China also could forgive debts owed by recipient countries if, in turn, they agreed to make low-carbon investments. This step is different from measures aimed specifically at de-risking renewables investments but is related to China’s power to promote low-carbon overseas infrastructure through its finance policies. This policy could prove particularly effective given the constraints on China’s national budgets in the wake of the COVID-19-induced...
economic downturn. So-called “climate-for-debt swaps” are gaining increased attention as potential tools of international economic policy.\textsuperscript{17}

**Promoting power-market reform**

Just as accelerating China’s power-market reform at home would likely mitigate opposition to decarbonizing China’s overseas infrastructure financing, aiding power-market reform in the countries in which China finances infrastructure could significantly accelerate those countries’ energy transitions.\textsuperscript{18}

Prior research has shown, for example, why Vietnam’s state-controlled energy market, “dominated by state-owned enterprises and vested interests, favors large-scale coal investments and weakens renewable energy regulations.”\textsuperscript{19} This is yet another example of an important decarbonization step that Beijing could simultaneously pursue at home and abroad; in both cases, it would result in long-term benefits for China’s domestic industry.

**Helping displaced coal workers**

China could provide funding to EMDEs to help them transition workers in coal and other high-carbon sectors to jobs in low-carbon industries. Such assistance also might come less directly, either through knowledge-sharing or through the financing packages that Chinese consortia offer international recipients creating low-carbon infrastructure projects. Indeed, one could imagine certain coal-reliant regions of China working closely with similar regions in EMDEs to develop innovative systems of support and retraining.\textsuperscript{20}

But those concerns do not obviate planetary and economic facts. If China continues to bankroll high-carbon infrastructure across EMDEs, the fight against climate change will, regardless of what the United States or the rest of the world does, be lost. And Chinese firms see money to be made by financing and constructing lower-carbon infrastructure in the Global South as clearly as U.S. firms do.

The United States has a compelling profit motive in supporting the greening of Chinese outbound infrastructure finance. Now more than ever, with the U.S. government spending trillions of taxpayer dollars on new infrastructure programs, including those designed to expand U.S. green-technology industries, the United States needs robust global markets for those wares. Over the past decade, many of those markets have been served far more enthusiastically by Beijing than by Washington. If China uses its influence to nudge markets onto lower-carbon paths, those markets will be more likely to buy low-carbon technologies not only from China but also from a newly engaged United States.

**U.S. policy recommendations**

Both China and the United States say they want to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions and prevent the worst impacts of climate change. The key is to ensure that their geopolitical competition doesn’t obstruct this common goal.

- U.S. politicians are wise to accelerate their own attempts to green outbound infrastructure finance. The Partnership for Global Infrastructure and Investment, an expansion of a 2021 plan dubbed the Build Back Better World initiative, seeks to “mobilize” $600 billion in infrastructure investments in low- and middle-income countries.\textsuperscript{21} According to the partnership, most of that sum will come from the private sector, and low-carbon infrastructure will be a primary focus. But even if that push succeeds — and at this point it remains nascent — greening the juggernaut that

---

**Whither Washington**

The notion that Chinese success in greening its outbound investment is in the interests of the United States flies in the face of the frothy anti-China rhetoric that bathes Washington. To be sure, concern about China’s increasingly bellicose geopolitics, its human rights abuses, its crackdown on dissent, and its brass-knuckled moves to dominate strategically key industries are justified.
is Chinese outbound infrastructure finance will be at least as important to protecting the planet and to providing more economic opportunities to U.S. firms in an expanding low-carbon global economy. The market for greener projects and products will be huge, with plenty of space for both countries to operate. And greener Chinese investments mean a cooler climate for all, since EMDEs are the primary area of growth for global energy demand.

- The Inflation Reduction Act, passed in August 2022, is a clear signal that the United States is ratcheting up industrial policy, including government incentives, to help its firms compete in a decarbonizing global market. It should do so with the clear-eyed expectation that China will remain a top, competent competitor in the race to make money by financing low-carbon infrastructure in EMDEs. U.S. industry, working with Washington, should identify and pursue strategies in which it has real — or at least compellingly potential — comparative advantage.

- The United States and its global partners should structure economic diplomacy in a way that pushes Beijing to shift its foreign infrastructure finance onto a meaningfully lower-carbon path. This will require a coordinated series of moves. An important one is harmonizing the imposition of so-called carbon border-adjustment mechanisms so that EMDEs that rely heavily on Chinese infrastructure investment can still access export markets even as they, and their Chinese financiers, face pressure to reduce the carbon intensity of that infrastructure investment.

The European Union approved the outline of a carbon border-adjustment mechanism in December 2022. The transitional period is to start this year, and the full mechanism is to come into force in 2026. The danger, as evidenced by the EU move, is that certain importing regions will move forward with such measures while others, such as the United States, will not. If this happens, it will likely result in a global regulatory patchwork that merely shifts high-carbon export flows to areas not covered by such policies. To avoid this outcome, major importing regions, including the United States, should coordinate on the gradual ratcheting up of such measures across jurisdictions. That could accomplish two related goals: First, it could pressure exporting EMDEs that rely heavily on Chinese infrastructure investment to push China to provide financing for lower-carbon assets. Second, it could give those EMDEs confidence that they will continue to find global buyers for the steadily-lower-carbon products they make.

- The United States should use its influence at multilateral development banks and at global standard-setting bodies toward two ends: to encourage China to proceed with domestic reforms that will hasten the decarbonization of its outbound infrastructure finance, and ensure that Chinese claims of green finance are held to the same rules of transparency and rigor as the claims from other countries.

- The United States has an opportunity to implement several of these steps through new initiatives called Just Energy Transition Partnerships (JETPs). These are multi-billion-dollar programs on which Washington has embarked with other donor governments and financing institutions to help steer infrastructure development onto a lower-carbon path in such key EMDEs as South Africa, Indonesia, and Vietnam. If implemented well, the JETPs could, by example, further encourage China to green its own outbound infrastructure investment. The JETPs embody a fundamental change in the perspective and structure of international climate finance – a newly close cooperation between donor and recipient government, an increased role for private financiers, and a determination by all parties to look strategically across an EMDE economy to focus investment on a sector particularly likely to yield significant decarbonization. Maximizing the climate impact of JETP funds will require calibrating the money to the messiness of the political economies of the EMDEs in which the funds are being spent. The implementation of the initial JETPs is showing how fractious a process that can be. But, like the greening of China's outbound
infrastructure investment, it will be crucial to ensuring that the massive projects that will shape the trajectory of global carbon emissions cause them not merely to stop rising but, finally and forever, to plummet.
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